
 

Tijdslijn
2019
graduation PhD

2018
Publication second book:
Blockchain: Transforming
Your Business and Our
World (English & Chinese)

2017
Faculty member
Blockchain Research
Institute - Toronto

2017
Start second company:
dscvr.it

2016
Received two scolarships
for a PhD and moved to
Australia

2014
Publication first book -
Think Bigger

2012
Start first company -
Datafloq

MARK VAN RIJMENAM
The Digital Speaker | Strategic Futurist. Bringing
the future to life with his expertise on AI,
blockchain, and the metaverse, inspiring
audiences to embrace innovation and seize new
opportunities in the digital age.

Categorie
Transition & Transformation, AI, Technology,
Virtual Keynotes & Events | Webinars | Online
[Live] Coaching, Future

Type
Expert | Thought leader, Visionair | Innovator

Inzetbaarheid
Keynote speaker, Expert, Master class

Talen
EN, NL

Afkomstig van
Australië

Biografie
Transform your event with Dr Mark van
Rijmenam, CSP, an extraordinary futurist and
captivating speaker who brings the future to life
with his expertise on AI, blockchain, and the
metaverse, inspiring audiences to embrace
innovation and seize new opportunities in the
digital age. 

Dr Mark van Rijmenam, CSP, known as The
Digital Speaker, is a visionary strategic futurist
who enlightens organisations on the
transformative power, opportunities, and risks of
AI, the metaverse, and other cutting-edge
technologies. As a renowned international
keynote speaker, a Global Speaking Fellow and a
5-time author, he captivates audiences
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2011charity bike ride in
Australia for KIKA -
14122km in 100 days

worldwide. He also founded the Futurwise
Institute, dedicated to elevating global digital
awareness to ensure a thriving digital future.

A Trailblazing Strategic Futurist and Keynote
Speaker
Dr Mark van Rijmenam, CSP, renowned as The
Digital Speaker, is a trailblazing strategic futurist
and highly sought-after international keynote
speaker. His unique ability to simplify intricate
concepts and captivate audiences has inspired
and enlightened over 100,000 managers,
directors, and C-level executives across more
than 25 countries on all continents. In 2023, he
was awarded the Certified Speaking Professional
and Global Speaking Fellow accreditations.

Mark van Rijmenam is an Expert Advisor on AI,
Blockchain, and the Metaverse
With a deep understanding of (generative) AI,
blockchain, the metaverse, and other emerging
technologies, Dr Van Rijmenam is the trusted
advisor to leading companies and governments
seeking to innovate and thrive in the digital age.

Academic and Professional Background of Dr.
Mark van Rijmenam
Dr Mark van Rijmenam holds a Bachelor’s
degree in Hospitality Management, a Master of
Science in Marketing Management, and a PhD in
Management from the University of Technology
Sydney. His research focuses on how
organisations should navigate big data analytics,
blockchain, and AI. He is a respected voice in the
technology community and a member of the
Professional Speaker Australia association and
the Global Speakers Federation.

Dynamic Presentations and Corporate
Education
As a distinguished 5-time author and corporate
educator, Dr Van Rijmenam is celebrated for his
candid, independent, and balanced insights. His
engaging and thought-provoking presentations,
webinars, workshops, and podcasts empower
audiences to embrace the future and stay ahead
of the curve in today's rapidly changing digital
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world.

Electrifying Keynote Speeches on the Future of
Work
In his keynote speeches, Dr Van Rijmenam
explores the future of work, the role of the
metaverse, generative AI, such as ChatGPT, and
the importance of data-driven customer-
centricity. He emphasises the need for ethical
applications of technology and helps
organisations build trust while leveraging data
for growth and innovation.s and governments
while considering the human side of technology
to ensure the ethical application of such digital
tech.
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